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Cycle 47r1: Changes in the Drag Coefficient
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Drag Coefficient & 10 m winds
Tco1999 2017-09-04 00Z +240h
during Hurricane Irma 

46r1

46r1

Minimum mslp & Max 10m winds
Tco1279; 25 Aug 2019 to 1Jan 2020 

pink squares: Best track data
other colour squares: Tco1279 +240h

47r1
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See https://www.ecmwf.int/en/newsletter/164/meteorology/enhancing-tropical-cyclone-wind-forecasts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Problem: A systematic underestimation of TC intensity in IFS (a general behaviour in NWP model); Many factors could account for this but we found a closed linked to parametrization of momentum exchange over the oceans (τ ~ Cd v2); observational evidence suggests the coupling between the ocean-atmosphere becomes less efficient at transferring momentum; A tuneable parameter (background roughness length) representing the unresolved short waves (sea state) had a constant value up to 46r1. The relationship between the two common measures of tropical cyclone intensity, the central pressure deficit and the peak near-surface wind speed, is a long-standing problem in tropical meteorology that has been approximated empirically yet lacks physical understanding. Here we provide theoretical grounding for this relationship. We first demonstrate that the central pressure deficit is highly predictable from the low-level wind field via gradient wind balance. We then show that this relationship reduces to a dependence on two velocity scales: the maximum azimuthal-mean azimuthal wind speed and half the product of the Coriolis parameter and outer storm size. “Physical understanding of the tropical cyclone wind-pressure relationship”, Daniel R. Chavas 1 , Kevin A. Reed 2 & John A. Knaff 3



NEW Tropical Cyclone Size: Wind Radii (34-, 50- & 64-kts)
• Radii: maximum extent of 10-m wind thresholds (34-, 50- & 64-kn) in each quadrant (NE, 
SE,SW & NW) from the TC centre.

• Product available for the HRES and ENS (all TCs in analysis and those that develop during the forecast –’genesis’) 

– BUFR message for dissemination https://confluence.ecmwf.int/display/FCST/Implementation+of+IFS+Cycle+47r1 (under 
“WMO essential”)

• More information in https://confluence.ecmwf.int/display/FCST/New+Tropical+Cyclone+Wind+Radii+product
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Chart on the left: An example using the HRES cycle 47r1 forecast initiated at 00Z on the 30th August 2019. Each red dot represents a 12-hour position up to 10 days forecast. The four arc lines (blue) indicate the maximum extent of the 34-kt wind threshold from the centre of the TC position (red symbol). As expected they are not necessarily equal for all quadrants (NE,SE,SW,NW). Chart on the right: Mean radii forecast error (nautical mile = 1.85 km) for the 34-, 50- and 64-kts wind thresholds up to +120h (HRES only) . Main message: The forecast tends to underestimate the TC size (negative values of the mean error as a function of the forecast lead time). The green line is valid the NW Pacific-East Pacific-North Atlantic basins  while orange and red lines are valid for East Pacific and North Atlantic basins only. The verification is based on the best track data (IBtrACS - International Best Track Archive for Climate Stewardship)The wind radii product is available in BUFR and available through dissemination (No web products yet). Users are invited to click on the link above to get more information about the product. A Newsletter article will follow soon.

https://confluence.ecmwf.int/display/FCST/Implementation+of+IFS+Cycle+47r1
https://confluence.ecmwf.int/display/FCST/New+Tropical+Cyclone+Wind+Radii+product


Operational tropical statistics by year (Nov-Nov), preliminary figure
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Key messages: 
• Last year more difficult – not captured by ensemble
• Persistent slow propagation bias
• Intensity steadily improves

HRES – blue
ERA5 fc - grey

Propagation speed bias

HRES, EM and ensemble spread



October 29, 2014

Diagnostics of TC genesis probabilities
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The top right-hand image is Linus's computation of the percentage of ensemble members that predicted genesis, for forecast lengths from -240 h --> 0 h, for all 2020 TCs.  The percentages should theoretically all be 100% at 0 h.  The main take home from this figure is that there is a lot of ensemble forecast variability between storms (and even within each individual storm) in the probabilistic forecasts up to and including the genesis time. The lower left-hand image is a single ensemble forecast showing a few members capturing the genesis of future Hurricane Delta.  Just two days after its genesis, Delta was a Category-4 hurricane.  This amplifies the need to improve our understanding of the processes up to and after genesis, and our ability to simulate them.The lower right-hand image is a snapshot of an ERA5 analysis of the genesis of Isaias.  Even at the time of genesis, the convection is disorganized.  The lower-tropospheric circulation and surface circulations may not be vertically aligned.



Verification of landfall forecasts for TC Laura
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• Flip-flop from 22 Aug to 24 Aug
• Too far west 24 Aug – 25 Aug 12UTC

Longitude for crossing 30N
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Longitude symbols: ENS positions VT: 27@00

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The bulk of the ENS is moving west to east and vice versa of the landfall longitude point from cycle to cycle. The example on the slide shows the forecast started on the 25th August with all ENS members displaying the landfall to west of the landfall point.  The ENS distribution is not done evenlyMohamed has run a set of DA experiments (no impact on the aspects above so far)



Summary EC OPER (T639) /EC HIRES (T1279) ensemble
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Interesting systematic shift to the right in few model runs

HRES (9km)
BestTrack
ENS (18 km)
ENS HIRES (9km)

Thanks to Simon Lang



Intensity forecasts for TC Laura
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TCo639 ensemble TCo1279 ensemble



Summary
• Improve wind-pressure relation this year

• Propagation speed still an issue (Isaias example this year)

• TC Laura challenging, ECMWF has archived full vertical resolution to 
facilitate further investigation

• A lot of open questions around genesis predictability

• Increased vertical resolution for the ensemble planned for 2021

• Research to determine how to spend new computer resources in 2022 –
high-resolution ensemble an option
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Track for TC Laura – 24 August 00UTC
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EC OPER – red, EC HIRES – orange
UKMO – blue, NCEP -green

EC OPER EC HIRES (thanks to Simon Lang)

NCEP UKMO
X lat

Y lon

Errors for two points along the tracks

NCEP and UKMO 
ensembles from TIGGE-Tc 
thanks to Fernando

X: 25 Aug 12Z

Y: lat > 30N



Forecasts for TC Laura
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(ECMWF ENS – red, ECMWF HRES - blue )



Cycle 47r1: Impact on the Maximum wind speed in TC forecast (HRES)
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0h    24h    48h   72h    96h   120h   144h

Mean Absolute Vmax error Mean Vmax error (bias)
Verification period

15 July - 31 Oct 2019
47r1 & 46r1

0h    24h    48h   72h    96h   120h   144h47r1 better than 46r1
47r1 worse than 46r1

units: m/s

homogeneous sample 
Vertical bars : 95% CI

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sample size (every 24h steps from t+0h): 451-352-259-205-156-113-84



Cycle 47r1: Meteorological impact (HRES) 
https://confluence.ecmwf.int/display/FCST/Implementation+of+IFS+Cycle+47r1#ImplementationofIFSCycle47r1-Meteorologicalimpact

• “Verification against observations shows that upper-air changes in the 
tropics are overall neutral” 
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(HRES) 47r1 better than 46r1 
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(HRES) 47r1 worse than 46r1

Mean position forecast error (km) Normalised mean error difference (%)



Wind Radii Forecast performance – preliminary results
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HRES mean error (bias) 
error (nmi) of 34-, 50- & 64-kt wind thresholds 

basins: N Atl/ E Pac/ W Pac 

HRES mean absolute error  
error (nmi) of 34-, 50- & 64-kt wind thresholds 

See the article in the Newsletter last summer
34-kt (W Pac/ E Pac/ N Atl)
50- & 64-kt (E Pac/ N Atl)
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